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Problem LS. Given a real m X n matrix A of rank k, and a real m-vector b, find

a real n-vector xo minimizing the euclidean length of Ax — b.

It is known that this problem always has a solution. The solution is unique if

k = n. If k < n there is an (n — A;)-dimensional linear flat of solutions. In this

solution flat there is a unique vector of minimum euclidean length and we shall

adopt this additional condition to impose uniqueness on the solution x0 of Pro-

blem LS.

In the case of fc < n the general solution of Problem LS can be expressed in the

parametric form Xo 4- Hy, where H is an n X (n — fc)-matrix of rank n — k satisfy-

ing AH = 0 and y is an arbitrary (n — fc)-vector. We will treat the problem of

computing H subject to the additional condition that the column vectors of H be

orthonormal.

In Section 2 we recall certain relevant properties of the singular value decomposi-

tion of a matrix and the pseudoinverse of a matrix. Perturbation theorems are

stated for pseudoinverses. In particular for the full rank case (fc = min (m, n)),

Theorem 2.4.2 and the consequent Theorems 2.4.3, 2.4.4, and 2.4.5 are more precise

and complete than similar previously published theorems of which we are aware.

Closely related results are given in [8], [10], [16], and [17].

An algorithm using Householder orthonormal transformations for the solution of

Problem LS when k = n was given by Businger and Golub [1]. This algorithm has

favorable numerical properties [14] due to the use of orthonormal transformations

and the avoidance of the formation of the matrix N = ATA. Many algorithmic

variations of A TA methods have been developed to meet special requirements, or to

take advantage of special properties. Examples include sequential availability of data

(rows of the augmented matrix [A, b]) in real time, linear equality constraints, com-

puter storage limitations, rank deficient problems, block diagonal matrices, etc. We

have investigated the possibility of adapting the Householder transformation tech-

nique to some of these special cases and have found that it is frequently possible

to do so. Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization can also be organized to meet certain

special requirements (see [11], [13], and [16] for example).

Specifically we propose to identify two basic algorithms, one to construct a

Householder transformation matrix in the usual compactly stored form and the

other to multiply a vector by such a matrix. We describe these basic algorithms in

Section 3.

In Section 4 we use these two basic algorithms as an aid in describing an exten-

sion of the Businger-Golub algorithm to treat the case of fc < n, including the com-

putation of the matrix H needed to define the complete solution of Problem LS.

In Section 5 we illustrate the use of these two basic algorithms as components

in the definition of algorithms for a variety of computational problems in linear

algebra.

2. Preliminary Notation and Theorems.

2.1. Notation. A real matrix A = {a,-y) having m rows and n columns will be

called an m X n matrix. The designation AmXn will also be used. The transpose

of A will be denoted by A T.

The symbols Ip and 0, will denote respectively the p X p identity matrix and

the q X q zero matrix.
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If S is the fc X fc diagonal matrix

|"si 0

Si

Lo su,

then we will write S = diag (si, ■ ■ ■, sP).

An m X n matrix P, (m ^ n), is orthonormal if PrP = /„.

For any integer q > 0, we will denote the g-dimensional linear coordinate vector

space by E".

For two g-dimensioiial vectors xi and X2, (xi, xP) = ¿i7".^ = a^^'i, and if y is a

vector in Eq with consecutive components ¡/i, • • •, t/,, then

llyll = (§ y*2)1'2 = (yry)1/2 = (y, y)1/2

is /Ae euclidean norm of y. We will avoid referring to the dimension of the space to

which a vector belongs except when failure to do so might lead to confusion.

The corresponding matrix norm, ||.A||, for an m X n matrix A, is the spectral

norm, i.e. the square root of the maximal eigenvalue of ATA (or, equivalently,

A A T).

If A is an m X n matrix, then the range of A is denoted by

(ñ(A) = \w G Em\w = Ax, x G En\ .

For an arbitrary real number a, define

sgn (a) =     1 ,    aäO

= -1,    a <0.

2.2. The Singular Value Decomposition and the Pseudoinverse.

Theorem 2.2.1. Let A be an arbitrary mXn real nonzero matrix o/rank fc ̂  min

(m, n). Then there exist matrices U, S, and V of respective dimensions m X fc, fc X fc,

and n X fc such that

(2.2.1) A = USVT .

The matrices U and V are both orthonormal. Thus

(2.2.2) UTU = Ik

and

(2.2.3) VTV = h .

The matrix

(2.2A) S = diag (su •••,«*)

has diagonal terms Si, ■ ■ ■, Skfor which Si 2: s2 =g • ■ • ^ sk > 0. These scalars are the

nonzero singular values of the matrix A. The singular values are unique.
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(2.2.8)

See [2] or [3], pages 9-10 for a proof of Theorem 2.2.1, and [4] for an efficient

procedure for computation of this singular value composition.

Alternative statements of Theorem 2.2.1 are useful in certain circumstances.

If q = min (m, n) one may write A = UmXq SqXq (V„Xq)T or A = UmXm SmXn (VnXn)T.

In these alternative statements the matrix S is augmented by the inclusion of zero

elements and the matrices U and V are augmented by additional orthonormal

columns. In any case one would say that the matrix A has q singular values of

which fc are positive and q — k are zero.

The following characterizations are useful for the largest singular value, si, the

smallest positive singular value, Sk, and the smallest singular value, s<¡.

(2.2.5) sj = max{||Aa;|| : ||x|| = 1} ,

(2.2.6) Sk = min{||Aa;[| : ||a;|| = land x G &(AT)} ,

and

(2.2.7) sq = min {\\Ax\\ : \\x\\ = 1} .

Theorem 2.2.2. Suppose that A is an m X n real matrix. Then there exists exactly

one real n X m matrix X such that

(a) AXA = A ,

(b) XAX = X ,

(c) (AX)T = AX ,

(d) (XA)T = XA .

The matrix A+ = X is called the pseudoinverse of A.

The proof of Theorem 2.2.2 can be found in [5].

Theorem 2.2.3. Let AmXn, UmXk, BkXk, and VmXk be matrices such that B is non-

singular A = UBVT, UTU = Ik, and VTV = Ik. Then

(2.2.9) A+ = VB~lUT .

This theorem is easily established by verifying that VB~lUT satisfies the condi-

tions for X of (a) through (d) of Eq. (2.2.8).

Useful special cases of Theorem 2.2.3 arise when some of the matrices U, B, or V

are identity matrices. Furthermore Theorem 2.2.3 can be used to prove a similar

theorem where B may now be singular and Eq. (2.2.9) becomes A+ = VB+UT.

We list a number of useful identities involving the singular value decomposition,

AmXn = UmXk Skxk (V„xk)T, and the pseudoinverse A+. For convenience we assume

fc = rank (A) > 0 so that Skxk exists.

(2.2.10) A = USVT ,       AT = VSUT .

(2.2.11) ||A|| = ||Ar|| = HSU = si .

(2212) A+=VS-'UT,        (A+)+ = A,
(AT)+= (A+)T,       \\A+\\ = HS-'II = 8k-1 .

(2.2.13) ATA = VS2VT ,       AAT = US2UT .
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(2.2.14) \\ATA\\ = \\AAT\\ = ||S2||

(2.2.15) (ATA)+ = A+AT+ = VS-2VT .

(2.2.16) (AAT)+ = AT+A+ = US~2UT .

(2.2.17) \\(ATA)+\\ = \\(AAT)+\\ = \\S~2\\ = sk-2.

(2.2.18) A+A = VVT ,       AA+ = UUT .

(2.2.19) If rank (A) = n, A+ = (ATA)-1AT and A+A = /„ .

(2.2.20) If rank (A) = m, A+ = AT(AAT)~l and AA+ = Im .

(2.2.21) The vector x0 = A+b is the unique minimum length solution of Problem LS.

If WmXn and RnXn are each of rank n then

(2.2.22) (WR)+ = R-1W+ ,

(2.2.23) A+AT+AT = A+ ,

(2.2.24) AT = ATAA+.

The orthogonal projection of an m-vector b onto the range space of an m X n

matrix A will be denoted by bA and is defined by

(2.2.25) bA = AA+b .

Note that 6^ = Axo where xo = -4+6.

If rank (A) = fc > 0 define the spectral condition number of the matrix A, by

(2.2.26) k= ka = Cond (.4) = s¡/sk

where si and sk are respectively the largest and smallest nonzero singular values of

A.IiA = 0, so that fc = 0, define Cond (A) = 1.
Note that [6] if A ^ 0,

(2.2.27) Cond (A) = \\A\\-\\A+\\ = Cond (AT) = Cond (A+) ,

and that for any matrix A

(2.2.28) Cond (ATA) = Cond (AAT) = [Cond (A)]2 .

We now prove the following

Theorem 2.2.4. Suppose A is an m X n matrix of rank fc and that H is ann X q

matrix such that HTH = Iq. If <R(H) Q ®.(AT), then

(2.2.29) Cond (AH) Ú Cond (A) .

Proof. If AH = 0, the inequality of Eq. (2.2.29) is obvious. Suppose, then, that

AH ?¿ 0. Let Si ^  • • • ïï s, denote the q singular values of AH.

Then, on the one hand, Si = \\AH\\ ^ ||4|| \\H\\ = \\A\\ = sh so that

(2.2.30) si ^ si .

On the other hand, the smallest nonzero value of A (see Eq. (2.2.6)) is char-

acterized by the equation
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\\Aw\\   - . Il^lwjl
sk =        mm mm   =       mm n   h

»CilW); v>*0    \\W\\ u>6(R(tf); »*0    \\W\\

=     min     ",,     V}- = min Kr~ß- = s„,
Hy. Hy*0    \\Hy\\ „^0        \\y\\

(2.2.32) Sk ̂ sq.

From Eq. (2.2.26) and the inequalities (2.2.30) and (2.2.32) the proof of Eq.

(2.2.29) and Theorem 2.2.4 follow.

Note that the requirement that (ñ(H) Q 6i(AT) is certainly satisfied if rank (A)

= n since in that case (R(Ar) = En.

Also note that Theorem 2.2.4 implies that for any arbitrary m X n matrix

A (m ^ n), of rank n, the m X (n — fc) matrix A' formed by deleting fc columns

from A is such that

(2.2.33)

To verify this put

(2.2.34)

where S is an n X n permutation matrix such that the last fc columns of A S are to

be deleted. Since 01(H) Ç <ñ(AT), it follows from Theorem 2.2.1, Eq. (2.2.34) and

Theorem 2.2.4 that

Cond (A') = Cond (AH) g Cond (AS) = Cond (A) .

In an analogous manner we can prove that for any arbitrary m X n matrix A,

(m ^ n), of rank m, the (m — fc') X n matrix A" formed by deleting fc' rows from

A satisfies the inequality

(2.2.35) Cond (A") ^ Cond (A) .

We summarize these remarks with

Theorem 2.2.5. // more independent parameters are introduced into an overde-

termined linear least squares problem of full rank, then the resulting coefficient matrix

has the same, or a greater, condition number.

More precisely, and more generally, let Abe an m X n matrix, (m > n), of rank n.

Let B denote an m X fc (fc Ú m — n), matrix such that the augmented m X (n + fc)

matrix [A, B] is of rank n -\- fc. Then

(2.2.36) Cond (A) Ú Cond ([A, B\) .

2.3. General Perturbation Theorems. In the following discussion of perturbations

we will use the notation

A5 = A + dA,       pa = \\dA\\/\\A\\ ,

bs = b + db,       Pb= \\db\\/\\b\\ .

Theorem 2.3.1.

(a) Suppose that bA 9a 0. Then

(2.2.31)

so that

Cond (A') g Cond (A)

H=s[¡-k],
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(2.3.1) \\A+b - A+h\\ < Cond (A) ̂ ^M JM_ ||A+6|| .

For every matrix A the inequality of Eq. (2.3.1) may be an equality for certain

vectors b and b¡.

(b) Suppose that A t¿ 0 and &a ̂  0. Then

3      M* - ^ * C„„d (A)[^i »Art» + l*^ iia^ii]

4- \\A+A - Ap-As\\ \\As+b\\ .

Proof, (a) We will first establish the inequality (2.3.1). The inequalities

(2.3.3) \\A+b - A+bs\\ è \\A+\\ \\b - b,\\

and

(2.3.4) ||6A|| í \\A\\ \\A+b\\

imply that

||A+6 - A+bs\\ ̂  \\A\\ \\A+\\ ̂=^ \\A+b\\

- Cond (A)    iffii    INI U b]l '

which proves Eq. (2.3.1).

For any matrix A this bound may be attained for certain vectors b and b¡.

Let the columns of the matrices U and V of Eq. (1.8) be denoted by u\, ■ • •, uk

and Vi, ■ ■ ■, vk respectively.

If fc < m let ü denote a unit vector orthogonal to all Ui, (i — 1, • • •, fc). Then

for 5 > 0 define b = ui + ü and bs = b -f- y/2ôuk. If fc = m define b = ui and

bs = b + ôuk for 5 > 0.

In either case the equality condition in Eq. (2.3.1) is attained since the terms

on both sides of Eq. (2.3.1) may be evaluated with:

\\A+b - A+bs\\ = V2ôsk~x   if fc < m

= ösiT if fc = m ,

Cond (A ) = si/sk,

\\b - M/H&ll = ô,
ll&H/IIMI = V2    iffc <m

= 1        if fc = m ,

and

\\A+b\\ = sr1.

Part (a) of Theorem 2.3.1 is now completed. We now prove part (b).

From bA¡ = A¡A¡+b and Eq. (2.2.8) we have the identity

(2.3.5) As+b - A+b = A+(A - A,)A»+b - A+(bA - bAS) - (A+A - As+As)As+b .

With Eq. (2.3.5) and part (a) of this theorem we see that
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M +h      4+7,1, < \\A+\\\\A\\\\A-As\\\\As+b\\
tAs b     A ö|| s n^n

4-Cond(^)|lbA|[~|^'h!^+^

+ \\A+A - AfAsW \\As+b\\

= Cond U)[R¿fá U*+b\\ + TJr4 11^1

+ ||A+A - A+A|| \\AM ,
which proves Eq. (2.3.2) and completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.1.

The inequality of Eq. (2.3.1) shows that relative error in the solution can be

bounded by a product of the relative error in the vector b -f- db, together with

Cond (A) and the ratio ||&||/||MI ^ 1- Thus ||&||/||M (the secant of the angle b
makes with öl (il)) can be interpreted as a condition number of b relative to a given

matrix A.

The inequality of Eq. (2.3.2) displays the relative error in the solution in

terms of Cond (A), the relative error in the coefficient matrix, the resulting rela-

tive change in the projection of b onto 01(A) and &(Ap), and the norm of the matrix

\\A+A - Ai+A,\\.
Theorem 2.3.2. // npA < 1, then rank (A -f- dA) S: rank (A).

Proof. Let fc = rank (A). If fc = 0 the theorem is obviously true.

If fc > 0 let A = UmXk Skxk (V„XP)T be a singular value decomposition of A. We

may write

(2.3.6) UT(A 4- dA)V = S + UT(dA)V = S(Ik + P)

where P = S~lUT(dA)V. Then ||P|| g 1 ¡>ST—^11 .||<M|| = kPa < 1. It follows that
(Ik -f P) is nonsingular, i.e. of rank fc. Thus the rank of each of the three matrix

factors on the left side of Eq. (2.3.6), one of which is il + dA, must be at least fc, and

the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 is completed.

Theorem 2.3.3. Let B = A + dA. If rank (B) > rank (il) and KpA < 1, then

Kb ^ (1/pa) - 1.

Proof. Applying the contrapositive of Theorem 2.3.2 to B the condition rank (B)

> rank (B - dA) implies that Kb(||cL4||/||.B||) ^ 1. Thus

.^   \\B\\       \\A\\ - \\dA\\
KB - \\dA\\ -        \\dA\\        - {Vpa) - 1

which completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.2.

One interpretation of the above theorem is that if a matrix B is very close to a

matrix of lower rank, then B has a very large condition number. This provides some

motivation for preferring the lowest possible rank when data errors lead to un-

certainty of the rank of a matrix.

2.4. Perturbation and Differentiability Theorems for Matrices of Full Rank. A

matrix i4mxn is oí full rank if rank (il) = min (m, n). For these matrices perturba-

tion theorems can be obtained which are more explicit than the general theorems

given in the previous section.
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Theorem 2.4.1 extends to full rank rectangular matrices a theorem well known

[3, p. 93] for square nonsingular matrices.

Theorem 2.4.1. Let fc = rank (AmX„) = min {m, n} 2: 1. // *pa < 1 then

rank (A + dA) = fc and \\(A + dA)+\\ ^ \\A+\\/(l - kPa).
Proof. Let the singular values of il be denoted by si 3: • • • as[>0 and those

of A -f- dA by Si ^ ■ • ■ =S h sí 0. The conclusions of the theorem are equivalent

to assertions that sk > 0 and sir1 ^ s,fc_1/(l — sjf'llciAII). Thus it suffices to prove

that sA ̂  sk - \\dA\\ > 0.

The latter inequality is a direct consequence of the hypothesis KpA < 1 since

KPA   =   St-1||dil||.

Using Eq. (2.2.7) we write

h = min í||(A +dA)x\\ : \\x\\ = 1]

= min {\\Ax + dAx\\ : \\x\\ = 1) .

To evaluate this minimum note that if \\x\\ = 1 then [ [ c? A .-c 11 g ||dA|| < sk ^

||Ai||, and thus ||Aa; 4- dAx\\ è ||Aa;|| - ||dAa;|| à sk - \\dA\\. Therefore §* ^

sk — \\dA\\ which completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.1.

In the case of square nonsingular matrices there is a companion theorem to

Theorem 2.4.1 which states that if kda < 1, then

(2.4.1) ||(A + dA)'1 - A-1!! ̂  HA-'HWa - kpa) .

The following theorem establishes the analogous, but somewhat more compli-

cated, result for the pseudoinverse of a full rank rectangular matrix. The theorem is

stated for the case m ^ n.

Theorem 2.4.2. Assume m ^ n ^ 1, rank (A)  = n and KpA <  1. Let P =

(A + dA)+ - A+. Then

(2.4.2) (a) P = A+(BA+ + CQ,) ,

where B, C, and Qi are respectively m X n, m X (m — n), and (m — n) X m matrices

satisfying

\\B\\ g \\dA\\/(l - KPA),    ||C|| ^ W(l - *pa)2 ,

Q2Q/  =   Im-n ,       Q2Ä   =   0

and furthermore

(2.4.3) (b) ||P|| 5¡ V2||A+||»W(1 - KPA)2.

Remark. If m = n then the matrix Q2 (of dimension (m — n) X m) is not present

and the conclusions of Theorem 2.4.2 become P = A+BA+ and ||P|| ^

||A+|!/cp^/(l — KpA) in agreement with Eq. (2.4.1).

Proof. By either Theorem 2.3.2 or 2.4.1 the rank of A + dA is n. Thus using

Eq. (2.2.19) the pseudoinverse (A + dA)+ is uniquely determined by the equation

(2.4.4) (A 4- dA)T(A + dA)(A 4- dA)+ = (A + dA)r .

Let P = (A 4- dA)+ - A+. Replacing (A 4- dA)+ by A+ 4- P in Eq. (2.4.4) leads
to

A + dA)T(A + rfA)P = (A 4- dA)r - (A 4- dA)T(A + dA)A +
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or since AT — ATAA+ = 0

(2.4.5) (A 4- dA)T(A + dA)P = - (A + dA)T(dA)A+ + dAT(Im - AA+) .

Using Eq. (2.2.23) we obtain

(2.4.6) P = (A + dA)+{-(dA)A+ + (A + dA)T+(dA)r(Im - AA+)} .

The bound of Eq. (2.4.3) for ||P|| can be obtained from Eq. (2.4.6) using Theorem

2.4.1. However, for some purposes (e.g. Theorem 2.4.5) it is advantageous to have a

representation of P in which the leading factor is A+ rather than (A 4- dA)+. To

this end let Q be an m X m orthonormal matrix, partitioned into submatrices Qi

and Qi of dimensions n X m and (m — n) X m, satisfying

Rn  X n

0(OT_n)  x n —

where R is nonsingular. The existence of such matrices, Q and R, is assured by the

singular value decomposition theorem. It is easily verified that

A = Q1TR, A+ = R-1Ql,

fi-^A+Qi3',       ||A|| = ||/?||,

and

l!A+|| = ||/r'||.

Let A1 = (dA)R-1, then

A +dA = (QP' + E)R .

Since all singular values of Qir are unity and ||£|| g KpA < 1, Theorem 2.4.1 implies

that rank (Qir + E) = n and

||(Qi7' + A)+ll ^ 1/(1 -kPa).

Using Eq. (2.2.22) we obtain

(2.4.7) (A + dA)+ = R-\QiT + E)+ = A+QP\q/ + E)+ .

Substituting Eq. (2.4.7) and Im - AA+ = Q2rQ2 into Eq. (2.4.6) gives

P = A+QiT(QiT + E)+{-(dA)A+ + (A + cM)r+(dA7')<22rQ2} .

Therefore

(2.4.8) P = A+(BA+ + CQP)

where

B = -Q/(Q1T + E)+(dA)

C = Qir(Q,r + E)+(AT + dAT)+(dAT)QiT

\\B\\ ^ \\dA\\/(l - kPa)

l!C|^[i^][r^]^4|1 = ^/(1-^)2

which establishes assertion (a).

QA =
QiA

LQiA.
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It follows immediately that

||P|| g 2||A+||W(1 - kpa)2

which is a slightly weaker result than assertion (b). To establish assertion (b) we

must use the orthonormality of the matrix Q.

Let 11 denote the set of all m-vectors having unit euclidean length. Then ||Qi6||2 4-

\\Qib\\2 = 1 for all b G % and therefore

max (110,611 + IIQibll) = V2 .
i>6'U

P|| = max ||P6|| ^ IIA+II max ||5Ä-1Qi& 4- CQ2&||
¡,eu 6G"u

Using A+ = R~lQi in Eq. (2.4.8) we obtain

IX

^ ||A+||kP^(1 - ^)-2max (||Qii>|| 4- ||Qib||)
¡>£'U

= V2||A+||W(1 - kPa)2

which establishes assertion (b) and completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.2.

Theorem 2.4.2 will now be applied to Problem LS. The resulting bound on

||da;||/||a;|| is consistent with the estimated bound given by Golub and Wilkinson in

[8]. They did not choose to identify the separate roles of pa and p& or the explicit

form of k.

Theorem 2.4.3. Assume m^n^ 1, rank (A) = n, and KpA < 1. If x and x 4- dx

are the unique vectors minimizing \\Ax — 6|| and ||(A 4- dA)(x -\- dx) — (b + db)\\

respectively and r = b — Ax, then

(2.4.9) Hrfrll =g -^^- [\\db\\ + ||dA||[|N| + T
1 — kpa  \ LI

l|A+||
KpA

If x ?¿ 0, then b ^ 0, bA = Ax ¿¿ 0, and

(2-4-10) W = KPb \\bA\\ + "41 + K H J

where k = k/(\ — KpA).

Remark. If b G 01(A) then ||r|| = 0 and bA = b so that Eq. (2.4.10) reduces to

(2.4.11) l|cfe||/IWI   ̂    KPA  +  KPb

which is the standard result [9, p. 177] for square nonsingular matrices.

We now present the proof of Theorem 2.4.3.

By Eq. (2.2.21) the vector dx is uniquely determined by the equation

x + dx = (A 4- dA)+(b + db)

where x = A+b. Thus

(2.4.12) dx= (A + dA)+db + [(A + dA)+ - A+]b .

Using the representation of [(A 4- dA)+ — A+] established in Theorem 2.4.2,

Eq. (2.4.12) can be written as

dx = (A + dA)+db + A+BA+b + A+CQ2b .
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Define the residual vector r = b — Ax and note that Q2b = Q2(r + Ax) = Q2r

since QiA = 0. Thus

dx = (A 4- dA)+db + A+Bx + A+CQ2r .

Using the bound for ||(A 4- ¿A)+|| given in Theorem 2.4.1 and the bounds for B, C,

and Q2 given in Theorem 2.4.2 we obtain

ll«fc|| ^ U+\\[pMIL | lldAll-Nl , ||A+|H1¿A||-|H|1
KPA 1   —  KPA (1   —  KpA)2

which establishes Eq. (2.4.9).

If x j¿ 0 then also 6^0 and bA = Ax ¿¿ 0. In this case dividing Eq. (2.4.9)

by ||;r|| and using ||6A|| :S ||A||-||a;|| gives Eq. (2.4.10) completing the proof of

Theorem 2.4.3.

Example. The following example shows that the bound of Eq. (2.4.10) is best

possible in the sense that there exists A, dA, b, and db such that it can be approached

arbitrarily closely. Let h, s, e, and / be positive numbers with lia 1 and define

A =

dA

1   0

o  /rl

Lo  o J

o o

-e    0

0    ej

b =

db =

1

0

_s_

0

/

Loj

Then |]A||  - 1, k = k, \\dA\\  = e, PA   =   e,  \\b\\   =   (1  +  s2)"2,  ||db||   = /,
Pb - /(l + s2)-^2.

If x minimizes ||Aa; — 6|| then

x=[l,0]T,       bA = Ax = [1, 0, Of ,

r = b - Ax = [0, 0, s]T .

Using Eq. (2.2.19) one can compute

(A + dA)+ = \l + h2e2(l + e2)}
Jin

the

,2   2
+ h e 1.2   <>        I.    2—h e     he

h       h2e(í + e2) ]•

Then

x + dx = (A + dA)+(& 4- d&)

(2.4.13) 22 ,     Tl + (Äe)2 - (Äe)2(/e) 4- (Äe)(«)"l
"l+        lte)l    Läc 4- Ä/ + (Ä«)As + (Äe)2(se)      J '

Up to this point no approximations have been used. We now assume that e is

small in the sense that he <ÍC 1, fe « 1, and se « 1. Products containing two or more

factors of the form (he), (fe), or (se) will be dropped. Then from Eq. (2.4.13) we

obtain

x 4- dx
— Ihe.he + hf+ (he)hs

||dr||/||x||^A/+Ae(l-|-ÄS)

].
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This should be compared with the bound of Eq. (2.4.10) which for this problem

can be written as

JIM <        h / (1 + s2)1/2  ,        he      [" h        j_]
H   = (1 - he)  (i + s2)1/2 1 (1 - he) L   ^ (1 - Ac)   1 J '

= (hf+he(l + hs))(l+ (he)).

For use in the proof of Theorem 2.4.5 we now state the transposed version of

Theorem 2.4.2.

Theorem 2.4.4 follows directly from Theorem 2.4.2 and the third identity of

Eq. (2.2.12).
Theorem 2.4.4. Assume n ^ m è 1, rank (A) = m and KpA < 1. Let P =

(A 4- dA)+ - A+. Then

(2.4.14) (a) P = (A+B 4- Q2C)A+

where B, Q2, and C are respectively m X n,n X (n — m), and (n — m) X n matrices

satisfying

\\B\\ g IMA||/(1 - KPA) ,     \\C\\ Í KPA/(\ - kPa)2 ,

Q2TQ2=In-m,      A Q2  =  0

and furthermore

(2.4.15) (b) ||P|| g V2||A+||W(1 - kpa)2 .

Theorem 2.4.5. Assume n ^ m è 1, rank (A) = m, and KpA < l.Ifx and x + dx

are the minimum length vectors satisfying Ax = b and (A -\- dA)(x -\- dx) = b + db

respectively then

(2.4.16) \\dx\\ g-Ml+rw+_^2_||^||.N|l
1   —   KPA L 1   —  KPA J

and ifby^Q then x 9e 0 and

(2.4.17) \\dx\\/\\x\\ á W(l - kpa) + V2kPa/(1 - kPa)2 .

Proof. The vector dx is uniquely determined by the equation

x -f dx = (A4- dA)+(b + db)

where x = A+b. Thus

(2.4.18) dx = (A 4- dA)+db + [(A + dA)+ - A+]b .

Using the representation of [(A -f- dA)+ — A+] given in Theorem 2.4.4, Eq.

(2.4.18) can be written as

dx = (A 4- dA)+db + (A+B + Q2C)A+b

= (A + dA)+db + (A+B + Q2C)x .

Using the bound for (A -f dA)+ given in Theorem 2.4.1, the bounds for B and C

given in Theorem 2.4.4 and the orthonormality of Q2, we obtain

(2.4.19) ||dx|| á -MlLftll + j^~- \\dA\\.\\x\\\.
1   —  KpA L 1   —  KpA J
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If b ;¿ 0 then x ^ 0 and dividing Eq. (2.4.19) by ||.r|| gives Eq. (2.4.17) completing

the proof of Theorem 2.4.5.

Example. We give an example showing that the constant, y/2, appearing in

Eq. (2.4.16) cannot be reduced. Let

A =
1    0   0

.0    1    0.

dA =
0    e    0

|_0   0    ej

0

LU

Then

A+ = Ar[AAT' = AT

(A + dA)+ == (A + dA)T[(A + dA)(A + dA)T]~

1 4- e~    -e

i      i       2    |        41 4- e  4- e L-e

T

e3 1
2

e + e°J

x = A+b= [0, 1, Of

x + dx = (A 4- <M)+fc = [-c, 1, e + e3f/(l 4- e2 -f- e4)

da; = (x + dx) - x = [-1, -e - e3, 1 4- e2fe/(l + e2 + e4)

11*11 = 1
||<fc|| = \/2e -f- 0(ez)    for small e

||A+|| = ||A|| =c=l

||dA|| = pa = e.

The bound given by Eq. (2.4.16) is

||de|| g V2e/(1 - e)2

illustrating that the constant, y/2, cannot be reduced.

In the context of functions having matrix arguments and matrix values, a

function g(x, h) is the differential of a function f(x) at Xo if g is a linear function of

h and

]¡m   /(-ro 4- dx) - f(xp) - g(xo, dx) = Q

iirfxii-o ||dx||

This may be indicated by the notation df(x) = g(x, dx)\x=xir

Theorem 2.4.6. For m ^ n ^ lletQ, denote the set of all m Xn matrices of rank n.

The pseudoinverse operator is differentiable on 6, with differential

(2.4.20) dA+ = -A+(dA)A+ + A+AT+(dA)T(Im - AA+) .

Proof. For A G Û we must evaluate the limit as ||dA || —> 0 of

Z(A,dA)

(2.4.21 ) ^4 + dA)+ - A+ - [-A + (dA)A+ + A+AT+(dA)T(I - AA+)]

\\dA\\

Using the expression for (A + dA)+ — A+ given in Eq. (2.4.6) and writing As = A 4-

dA Eq. (2.4.21) becomes
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Z(A,dA)

(2-4-22) -(A+ - A+)(dA)A+ + (As+As7 - A+AT+)(dA)T(I - AA+)

\\dA\\

Statement (b) of Theorem 2.4.2 and statement (b) of Theorem 2.4.4 respectively

assure the continuity of the pseudoinverse operator for all A £d and for all A T such

that A G Ct. Thus for A <E 6-

A+-A+^0       as||dA||->0

and

Ad+AsT+ - A+AT+ = (As+ - A+)AST+ + A+(AST+ - AT+)^0 as ||dA|| -0 !

It follows that

lim   Z(A,dA) = 0
lkáll-»o

which establishes Theorem 2.4.6. The transposed form of Theorem 2.4.6 is

Theorem 2.4.7. For n ^ m è 1 let ft denote the set of all m X n matrices of rank

m. The pseudoinverse operator is differentiable on ft with differential

(2.4.23) dA+ = -A+(dA)A+ + (In - A+A)(dA)T(AT+A+) .

3. Two   Basic   Householder   Orthonormal   Transformation   Algorithms. We

remark here that in Sections 1 and 2 the presentation was basically mathematical.

In this third section and in Sections 4 and 5 the tempo of the paper will change from

mathematical discussions to procedural definition for relevant computation methods

and the presentation of related concepts.

An m X m Householder orthonormal reflection matrix [1] is of the form Q =

Im 4- ß~luuT where u is an m-vector satisfying ||wjj ?± 0 and ß = — ||w||2/2. We wish

to determine the vector u so that for a particular given m-vector w the transformed

m-vectorû' = Qw has zero components in prescribed positions and leaves certain

other prescribed components unchanged.

We have found that for our purposes the required action of the transformation

w = Qw can be described by three nonnegative integer parameters I, t, and m,

(I -f t 4- 1 ¿= m), as follows :

Components 1 through I are to be left unchanged;

Component I + 1 is permitted to change;

Components I 4- 2 through I 4- t + 1 are to be left unchanged;

Components I 4- t -\- 2 through m are to be zeroed.

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 algorithms are given for constructing and applying such

transformation matrices. Subroutines implementing these two algorithms may be

used as basic components with which a systematic set of programs can be con-

structed for a variety of linear algebraic computations.

In [4] Businger and Golub gave the explicit details for constructing a transfor-

mation H = Im 4- ß~xyyT such that for the vector to = Hw:

Components 1 through I -\- t are to be left unchanged;

Components I -\- t -\- 2 through m are to be zeroed.

It is easy to see that if we let P¡,¡ denote the permutation matrix which ex-
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changes components indexed (I + 1) and (I + t + 1), then we will have the identity

Q = Pi.tHPi.t.
Thus the construction and application could be based on this identity and the

algorithm of [4]. But for the purpose of having the present paper contain the

operational details which will permit easy coding on a given computer we discuss the

construction and application of the matrix Q = Im -f- ß_1wwr explicitly.

3.1. Constructing the Matrix Im + ß"luuT. Suppose that I, t, and m are given

integers with I = 0, t = 0, and / + ¡ + 1 ^ m.

We segment a given m-dimensional column vector

l terms 1 term I terms m— I— t— 1 terms

(3.1.1) w = [wh ■ ■-,wi,  wp,Wi+2,   ■ ■ -, wi+t+i, Wi+t+2, ■ ■ -, wm]T

and construct a Householder orthonormal transformation

(3.1.2)
Q = Im 4- ß-luu if ß * 0

=   In, if ß  =   0

with

(3.1.3) u = [0, • • -, 0, up, 0, • • -, 0, ui+t+2, ■ ■ -, um]T ,

(3.1.4) au = -sgn (wp)(wp2 + w2i+l+2 4- • • ■ 4- wm2)112

(3.1.5) up = Wp — au,

(3.1.6) ß = au-Up ,

and

(3.1.7) Ui = Wi,       (i = 1 + t + 2, •■■,m).

Then Q is orthonormal and satisfies

_ (w + [(uw)/ß]u       if ß * 0

(3.1.8) ^-\w if 0 = 0

(3.1.9) = [wu ■ ■ -, wi, au, wi+2, •••, wz+i+i, 0, ---.O]
T

!

which is the desired transformation.

We now present an algorithm for computing the vector u and <r„. This algorithm

will be denoted by HI (I, t, m, w, up, o-u) where the input consists of the integers

I, t, and m and the m-vector w. On output the components of w indexed I 4- t -f- 2

through m will be replaced by the corresponding elements of the m-vector u. The

(I 4- l)st component of u and the number au will be returned as up and au.

Type: Integer l, t, m, i

Real Wi (i = 1, • • -, m), cu, up

Double Precision    s

Step Number    Description

1 Set s: = wp, i: = I + t + 2.

2 If i í¡ m set s: = s 4- wp and i: = i -f- 1. Then go

back to step 2. Else go to step 3.

Comment. Some procedure for preventing underflow/overflow must usually be
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employed in the calculation of s. See [12] for a description of one such procedure.

3 Set au = — sgn (wP) -s112.

4 Set Up = Wp — <ju .

5 The vector u has been calculated and Eq. (3.1.9)

is satisfied.

Comment. The scalar ß is implicitly available as the product ß = au • uv and hence

need not be explicitly saved.

The scalars Ui, (i = I 4- t -\- 2, ■ ■ ■, m), can reside (remain) in the same storage

previously used (known as) «;,-, (i = I -\- t -\- 2, ■ ■ ■, m). Usually it is convenient to

store one of the quantities, uv or au, in the location formerly occupied by wp, and

store the other one in an extra location.

3.2. Multiplication by Im + ß~1uuT. Assume that Q is given as in Eq. (3.1.2) and

that we wish to form the matrix product Q-c for a given m-dimensional column

vector c. (Clearly, if we wish to form the matrix product cTQ for a given m-dimen-

sional row vector cT, we may compute cTQ = [Qc]T, since Q is symmetric.)

We first note that

(3.2.1) Qc = c+ [(uc)/ß]u ,

where we have already calculated the vector u.

We now describe an algorithm for computing Q ■ c and placing it in the storage

previously occupied by c. This algorithm will be denoted by H2(l, t, m, u, uP, au, c)

where the input consists of the integers I, t, and m, the scalar au, the m-vector c, and

the (possibly) nonzero components of the m-vector u stored as follows : Components

I 4- t + 2 through m of the vector u are stored in the array called u. The (I + l)st

component of the vector u is stored in up. On output the vector c will have been

replaced by Qc.
Type: Integer l, t, m, i

Real a, (i =!,■■•, m), up, uit (i = I + t + 2, ■ ■ -, m),
o-«, ß

Double Precision   s

Step Number   Description

1 Set s: = up-cp, i — I + t + 2.

2 If i g m set s: = s 4- m,-c¿, i: — i 4- 1.

Then go back to step 2. Else go to step 3.

3 If s = 0 go to step 9. Else go to step 4.

4 Set ß: = au-Up.

5 If ß = 0 go to step 9. Else go to step 6.

6 Set s: = s/ß.

7 Set cp: = cp + Up-s, i: = I + t + 2.

8 If i = m set d'. = c, + m,-s, i: = i + 1. Then go

back to step 8. Else go to step 9.

9 The vector c has been replaced by Qc.

Comment. Some procedure for preventing underflow/overflow is generally needed

when computing the inner product in step 2. See [12] for such a procedure.

4. Extension of the Businger-Golub Algorithm to Permit Rank Deficiency.

4.1.  The Businger-Golub Algorithm. This algorithm, [1], uses a sequence of
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Householder orthonormal transformations H¡ and column permutations S¡ to re-

duce an m X n matrix A of rank fc = n = m to upper triangular form. Thus

(4.1.1) H„H„- /YiASi Sn m QAS =
It

Lo.

where QmXm and SnXn are orthonormal and RnXn is upper triangular and nonsingular.

We see that

A = Q' S'
R

L o J

and by checking conditions (2.2.8) it may be directly verified that

(4.1.2) A+ = S[R-\ 0)Q = SR-l[In, 0nxlm-nPQ .

The unique solution, xo, of Problem LS, is therefore representable as

(4.1.3) xo = SR-\ln, Q)Qb .

Working from right to left in Eq. (4.1.3) the computation of Xo proceeds as follows:

(a) Compute c = Qb = Hn(Hn-i ■ • • (Hp>) ■ ■ ■);

(b) Let S denote the first n components of c;

(c) Compute d as the solution of Rd = S;

(d) Permute the components of d as indicated by Sd to form xo-

(4.1.4)

4.2. Extension for Rank Deficiency. We now discuss an extension of this algorithm

for the case where rank (A) = fc < n. Either m = n or m < n is permitted.

We first note that (with exact arithmetic) all elements below the fcth row in the

product matrix

(4.2.1) Hk ■

will be zero. Thus

(4.2.2) QAS =

■HiASi ■•• Sk= QAS

k n—k
cols. cols.

nil

.0

R\2

0

fc rows

m — fc rows

where An is upper triangular and nonsingular.

By applying specially structured« X n Householder matrices, Kit from the right

in the order i = k, k — 1, ■ ■ ■, I one can obtain

k        n—k
cols.    cols.

(4.2.3) [An, Rlt]KkKk-i •••Ki= [Rn, Äi2]T = [ß,    0    ]    fc rows

where Rkxk is upper triangular and nonsingular. The effect of the transformation Kt

is to zero elements fc -f- 1 through n in row i while not disturbing the zeros present

in rows î+ 1 through fc and the subdiagonal zeros in rows 2 through i.

The matrix Ki may be constructed using the procedure

(4.2.4) H\(i — 1, fc — i, n,Ai., *, an)
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(see Section 3). Here Â = {an} with rows A¿. denotes the storage array which

initially contains A and at the time of this procedure call contains [An, Ru\Kk

■ ■ • Ki+i. The asterisk in Eq. (4.2.4) denotes an auxiliary computer storage loca-

tion.

Combining Eqs. (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) gives

(4.2.5)     QAST = R[Ik, 0kX(n-k)]

k n~k
_cols.       cols.

R      0 fc rows

.0       0    J   m — fc rows      L0(m_t)Xt_

where QmXm and (ST)nXn are orthonormal and Rkxk is nonsingular and upper tri-

angular. Consequently A has the decomposition

(4.2.6) A = QT[h, OfRlh , 0]TTST

and it may be verified, using Eq. (2.2.8) that

(4.2.7) A+ = ST[h, OfR-'ih, 0}Q .

Thus the minimum length solution, x0, of Problem LS is representable as

(4.2.8) xo = ST[h, OfR-'lh, 0]Qb .

Working from right to left in Eq. (4.2.8) the vector x0 can be computed as follows :

(a) Compute c = Qb = Hk(Hk^ ■ ■ ■ (H,b) ■••) ;

(b) Let S denote the first fc components of c ;

(c) Compute 3 by solving R3 = c ;

(4.2.9) (d) Defined = R]   k r0WS ;

L 0 J   n — k rows

(e) Compute e = Td = Kk(Kk^ ■ ■ ■ (Kid) ■ ■ ■ ) ;

(f) Permute the components of e as indicated by Se to form x0.

It may be verified that the matrices R in Eq. (4.1.1), An in Eq. (4.2.2), and R

in Eq. (4.2.3) have the same set of nonzero singular values as A and thus the same

rank and condition number.

4.3. The Complete Solution. Using the orthonormality of (»ST) and Eq. (4.2.6)

it can be verified that the n X (n — fc) matrix H defined by

(4.3.1) HnX(n-k)   =   ST[0(„-k)Xk, In-k]

satisfies

(4.3.2) HTH = /„_*

and

(4.3.3) AH = 0mX(n_„ .

Thus the complete general solution of Problem LS can be written as

(4.3.4) x = xo + H y
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where y is an arbitrary (n — fc)-dimensional vector. For any (n — k) X (n — k)

orthonormal matrix B, the matrix

Ñ =HB = ST[0kxln-kh BTf

also satisfies Eqs. (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) and thus could be used as in Eq. (4.3.4) to

provide an alternative parametrization of the general solution of Problem LS.

Generally it is not necessary to compute H explicitly but rather a product of the

form HU or UH is needed. Using Eq. (4.3.1) we see that F„Xo = HnX(n-k)U(n-*)x«

can be computed as follows :

(a) Define

-t'}

(b) Compute WnXq = TV m Kk(Kk-i ■ ■ ■ (KtV) ■ ■ ■).

(c) Permute the rows of W as indicated by SW to form Y„Xq.

Similarly YqXin-k) = U qXnH„x^„-k) can be computed as follows:

(a) Permute the columns of U as indicated by US to form VqXn.

(b) Compute WqXn = VT = (■ ■ -(VKk) • • • K,)KV

(c) Define FgX(„_i) to be the matrix consisting of the last (n — fc) columns of W.

4.4 Matrix Replacement, Pseudorank, and Column Interchanges. In actual ap-

plications in which Problem LS arises it is usually appropriate to regard the matrix

A as merely a representative member of some set of matrices, a, which are permis-

sible replacements for A.

We mention three possible reasons for this. It is beyond the scope of this paper

to elaborate on these points.

(a) The coefficients of [A, b] may be the result of measurements or previous

computations of limited precision.

(b) If the matrix A arises from the linearization of a nonlinear function, /,

(as in Newtonian iteration) then the validity of Ax as an approximator for/(i 4- x)

— f(t) generally decreases as ||a; || increases. Thus if a small change in A can produce a

relatively large reduction in ||z|| such a change may be desirable.

(c) The columns of A may represent effects (basis functions) which are too

highly correlated to be distinguishable using the available data set.

There are various ways in which the set a may be defined and various criteria

according to which one might decide to replace A by a different member of &. In

any such method the rank of A is an essentially irrelevant concept. The relevant

quantity is the rank of the matrix Â which replaces A. We define the pseudorank of

A, relative to a particular computational procedure, to be the rank of the matrix

A which that procedure selects and uses in place of A. To call attention to the role

of a tolerance parameter, say t, in a computational procedure we may use the term

e-pseudorank.

For an arbitrary m X n matrix A with column vectors ay, (j — 1, •••,«), let

(4.4.1) ||A||c = max||ay||.
3

Eq. (4.4.1) defines a matrix norm.

We assume that A satisfies ||A||C = 1 and that a positive number « is given
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which determines the set ß according to

Ct= {A 4-dA: ||dA||c = ej .

The arithmetic operations and computer storage will be selected to have a

relative precision somewhat smaller than e.

The parameter e will be used in the computation as follows: Suppose the 2q

transformations Si, H\, • ■ -, Sq, H„ of Eq. (4.2.1) have been computed and applied

yielding

A = Hq • • • H\ASi • • • Sq.

Let

tm "]l/2
Z  an       ,        (j'oj+l,--,»).

t-9+1 J

Let p denote the smallest index such that

cv = max [cj\ j = q + 1, •••,»} .

If cp ^ « we propose to treat all of the numbers S,,-; i = q + 1, • • •, m; j = q + 1,

• • •, n as zero.

This amounts to replacing Ä by Ä + dÄ with ||dÂ||c = e. This is equivalent to

replacing A by A 4-dA with 11 dA ||<¡ = e since

dA = Hi ■ ■ ■ HqdÀSq ■■■Si

and

(4.4.2) \\Hi ■ ■ ■ H<dÄSq ■ ■ ■ Si\\c = \\dA\\e = e.

The equality in Eq. (4.4.2) follows from the fact that the H, are orthonormal

matrices while the S¿ are column permutations.

Furthermore Theorem 2.2.4 may be used to show that Cond (Ä + dÄ) g

Cond (Ä), and since the condition number is invariant under orthonormal transforma-

tions, Cond (A + dA) S Cond (A).

If Cp = e we define the pseudorank, fc, of A to be the integer o and proceed to

the backward elimination phase of the computation, indicated by Eq. (4.2.3).

If cp > í, columns p and q -\- 1 of A are interchanged, the matrix Sq+i being de-

fined to represent this operation. The computation then proceeds to the construction

of Hq+i. Note that the (g 4- l)st diagonal element of Hq+iASq+i will be either cp or

— cp and constitutes the (g -\- l)st diagonal element of the matrix An of Eq. (4.2.2).

It follows that all diagonal elements of Ru exceed e in magnitude.

The diagonal elements of R, as defined by Eq. (4.2.3), also exceed e in magnitude

since during the operations indicated in Eq. (4.2.3) the magnitude of the ith diag-

onal element may be increased but not decreased on multiplication by K% and is

unaffected by the matrices K¡, j ?¿ i.

5. Other Linear Algebraic Computations.

5.1. Multiple Right Sides. The matrices H¡, S¡, Ki, and R depend on A and e and

are independent of b. Once the matrices H¡, S,, Ki, and R have been computed and

stored in compact form the procedure (4.2.9) can be executed for any number of

different vectors b.
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5.2. Computation of the Pseudoinverse, A+. It is not necessary to compute A+

explicitly since products of the form A+5 or BA+ can be computed by appropriate

interpretation of Eq. (4.2.7) as for example the computation of A+b by the proce-

dure of Eq. (4.2.9). However, if one does wish to compute A+, this can be accom-

plished by computing A+Im using the procedure of Eq. (4.2.9) to compute each

column of the product.

5.3. Tr¿angularization as a Preliminary Step. The m X (n 4- 1) matrix [A, b]

can be transformed by orthogonal transformations to a p X (n -\- 1) upper tri-

angular matrix [C, d], with p = min (m, n + 1), as a preliminary step before begin-

ning the algorithm of Section 4 or other algorithms related to Problem LS.

The relevance of this preliminary step depends upon the fact that if [A, b] and

[C, d] are related by

(5.3.1) QmXm[A, b]  =

n 1
cols. col.

'C d

.0 0   J

p rows

m — p rows

where Q is orthonormal, then [A, b] and [C, d] have a number of significant properties

in common. Specifically it can be verified that

||Aa; - b|| = \\Cx - d\\       for all a;,

that C and A have the same set of nonzero singular values and thus the same rank

and condition number, and that

[A,b]T[A,b] = [C,d]T[C,d].

Therefore [C, d] can be used in place of [A, b] in many algorithms related to Problem

LS.
This transformation can be organized so that rows or groups of rows of [A, b]

are processed sequentially in forming [C, d\. The storage requirement for this proc-

essing is just the storage required for [C, d] plus the storage required for the largest

block of rows of [A, b] which is to be introduced at any one stage. The minimum

storage requirement would be (n + 1)(?ï + 2)/2 locations for the upper triangular

matrix [C, d] plus »4 1 locations for a single row of [A, b].

This transformation can be used to overcome storage constraints when m» n

and the main computer storage is large enough to accommodate (n 4- 1)(« 4- 4)/2

locations but not large enough to accommodate the m(n -\- 1) elements of [A, b]

simultaneously. It is also useful for the reduction of total execution time, with or

without the sequential organization, if m 5>> n and one wishes to process [A, b] more

than once, say in combination with other data sets or by different algorithms in

order to obtain different types of information.

We note for comparison that in the more widely known A TA approach to solving

Problem LS it is also possible to process the rows of [A, b] sequentially in computing

the (n + 1) X (n 4- 1) matrix

n 1
cols. col._

_ n rows \N v

1 row   \_vT 7   _

= [A,b]T[A,b],
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and since B is symmetric it suffices to compute and store only the (n+ \)(n 4- 2)/2

upper triangular submatrix of B, say B. However since Cond (C) = Cond (A) and

Cond (A7) = [Cond (A)]2, the computer word length which is adequate for storing

elements of [A, b] will also be adequate for storing elements of [C, d], whereas the

elements of B will require up to twice that word length.

If the entire matrix [A, 6] can be treated as a whole then the transformation can

be accomplished by constructing and applying Householder matrices Hi in the

order i = 1, • • -, p with p = min (m, n -\- 1), as follows:

II„ HPÄ,b] m Q[A,b]
Lo   oj

p rows

m — p rows

For sequential processing let [A, b] be partitioned in the form

mi rows

(5.3.2;

Define

(5.3.3)

and

[A, b] =
A,    6,

.A?   bqJ   mq rows

p = max rrii
t

s0 = 0

= X)m* i t = 1,

Let G denote a computer storage array containing v rows and n

where

(5.3.4) v = max {mt 4- min [n + 1, s¡_i]¡ ^ n + 1 + p .

Let G(ii, ip) denote the subarray of G consisting of rows t'i through h.

1 columns

(5.3.5)

Step 1. Set t = 1, and ß0 = 0.

Step 2. Set y = /3<_i 4- m(.

Store [A,, 6,] into G(/3t_i 4- 1, 7).

Set ßt = min  {n 4- 1, 7Î- The integer ßt can replace ßt-i in

storage.

Step 3. Construct and apply Householder matrices to reduce the contents

of G(1, 7) to upper triangular form:

//
(0 Hi(t)G(l,y)-+G(l,ßt).

Step 4. If t = g, terminate with the transformed upper triangular matrix

[C, d] stored in (7(1, ß„). Otherwise replace t by t + 1 and go to

step 2.

This procedure can be interpreted as effecting the orthonormal transformation

<5.3.6)       QqPq ■ ■ ■ QiPiQPA, b\ m Q[A, b\
C   d

LO    OJ

ßq rows

m — ß„ rows
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where

Qt=Hft---HP»        (t=l,---,q)
"O*  o"

LO     7_
Qt =

i 4- m «rows ,
(<= 1, ••-,«)

m — ßt-y — mt rows

and Pi is a permutation matrix which moves the submatrix [A t, bt] from its position

in rows S( — mt + 1 through st to rows /3t_i 4- 1 through ßt-i + mt while moving

rows ßi-i + 1 through s¡_i (which contain only zeros) to rows ßt-i + mt + 1

through s¡.

After the first n + 1 rows of [A, 6] have been processed, the subdiagonal elements

in rows 2 through n+ 1 of G will be zero and will remain zero thereafter. The pro-

cedures H\ and H2 of Section 3 are parametrized so that arithmetic operations in-

volving these zero elements can be avoided.

If m > n + 1 and p. = 1 the triangularization procedure described above

requires (n + 2)(n -\- 1) storage locations. This requirement can be reduced to

(n + 4)(n 4 l)/2 by modifying the procedure so that the subdiagonal elements in

rows 2 through n -\- 1 of G are always zero (and thus require no storage) rather than

only being zero after the first n -\- 1 rows of A have been processed. It suffices to

replace steps 1 and 2 of the triangularization procedure by :

Step 1'. Set t = 1, and y — n -f- 2. In this modified procedure it is assumed that

mt = 1 for all t.

Step 2'. Store [A (, bt] into G(n + 2, n -\- 2). Set ßt = min (n + l,t). The integer

ßt can replace ßt-i in storage.

Whenever mt = 1 one could use Jacobi plane rotation (or reflection) matrices

instead of Householder matrices to achieve a slight reduction in the number of

arithmetic operations and possibly a slight reduction of roundoff error.

5.4. Triangularization of a Block Diagonal Matrix. Suppose A has a block diagonal

structure in the sense that there exists an integer w < n, a partitioning as in Eq.

(5.3.2), and a nondecreasing set of integers, ji, ■ ■ -, jq, such that all nonzero ele-

ments in the submatrix A t occur in columns jt through jt -{- w — 1. For this case

it can be verified that all nonzero elements in the ith row of the upper triangular

matrix C of Eq. (5.3.6) will occur in columns i through i + w — 1. Furthermore

rows 1 through j ¡ — 1 of C will not be affected by the processing of the submatrices

At, • • -, Aq in algorithm (5.3.5).

Taking these observations into account algorithm (5.3.5) can be modified so

that the number of columns required in the storage array G is only w + 1. At termi-

nation of the algorithm the matrix C will be in the array G with

9n = Ci.i+j-i,       z = 1, • ■ •, n 4- 1; j = 1, • • -, w .

If the pseudorank of C is n then the solution can be computed by back substitution

with no need to occupy additional storage.

This procedure can result in substantial saving of storage. For example the

problem of fitting 500 data points using 32 cubic polynomials with continuity of

the polynomial values and first derivatives at the 31 prespecified breakpoints leads

to a 500 X 67 matrix [A, b] with 33,500 elements. With appropriate parametrization

of the polynomials the bandwidth, w, of A will be 4. Therefore this problem can be
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processed in a (67 4~ p) X 5 storage array (335 4- 5p elements) where p is defined by

Eq. (5.3.3) and can be taken to be 1 for greatest economy of storage. If each sub-

matrix [A (, bt] is taken to have as many rows as possible without forcing an increase

in w then the number of arithmetic operations will be the same as in the operation-

count-economizing procedure of [15]. (The running time for the above example on

an IBM 7094-1 using full double precision arithmetic was 1.83 seconds.)

5.5. The Case of m < n. The extended algorithm of Section 4 can be applied to

Problem LS regardless of whether m ^ n or m < n. However if m < n, and particu-

larly if it is expected that the pseudorank fc will be m, then it is somewhat more

natural to apply a transposed form of the extended algorithm.

Applying the extended algorithm to AT one obtains in place of Eq. (4.2.6)

(5.5.1) A = ST[Ik,0]TRT[h,0]Q

and thus

(5.5.2) A+ = QT[Ik, 0}T(RT)-1[Ik, 0]TTST .

Then the minimum length solution, xo, of Problem LS is representable as

(5.5.3) x0 « QT[h, 0}T(RT)-l[Ik, 0]TTSTb .

Equation (5.5.3) can be translated into an algorithm just as Eq. (4.2.8) was trans-

lated into the algorithm (4.2.9). These details are omitted.

Defining

(5-5.4) HnXin-k)   =   Q   [0(n-*)Xfc> In-k]

the general solution of Problem LS can be written as x = x0 + Hy where x0 is de-

fined by Eq. (5.5.3) and y is an arbitrary (n — fc)-dimensional vector.

This transposed form of the algorithm is particularly appropriate when fc = m

for then Eq. (5.5.1) reduces to

(5.5.5) A - SRT[Im, 0]Q

with a corresponding simplification of Eqs. (5.5.2) and (5.5.3).

5.6. Linear Least Squares with Linear Equality Constraints. Consider Problem

LS subject to the additional condition that

(5.6.1) Cx = d

where C is an m' X n matrix and d is an m' dimensional vector in the range space of

C and the «-pseudorank, fc', of C is less than n.

The extended algorithm (preferably in its transposed form if m' < n, as will

commonly be the case) can be applied to [C, d] to compute an n-vector x and an

n X (n — fc') matrix H such that the general solution of Eq. (5.6.1) can be expressed

as

(5.6.2) x=x + Hy

with y arbitrary. Substituting Eq. (5.6.2) into Problem LS gives

where

\\Ax - b\\ = ||ÍV - g\\
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(5.6.3) F = AH

and

g = b — Ax.

The extended algorithm can be applied to [F, g] to compute a vector y0 which

minimizes \\Fy — g\\. Substituting this y0 into Eq. (5.6.2) gives the final solution

(5.6.4) Xo = x + Hy0.

Remarks, (a) If the e-pseudorank, fc, of F is less than n — fc' then y0 will be the

minimum length solution to the problem of minimizing \\Fy — g\\ and x0 will be the

minimum length solution of Problem LS subject to Eq. (5.6.1).

(b) The matrix H need not be computed explicitly. The multiplications involv-

ing H in Eqs. (5.6.3) and (5.6.4) can be computed as indicated in Section 4.3 or

similarly based on Eq. (5.5.4).

(c) The multiplications involving H are stable with respect to roundoff error

since the columns of H are orthonormal. By Theorem 2.2.4, there are conditions,

such as A being of rank n, which assure that Cond (F) ^ Cond (A).
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